BLUEYONDER Warehouse Management
Part of BLUEYONDER’s Intelligent FulfillmentTM solution, BLUEYONDER Warehouse Management is a comprehensive, real-time
warehouse and distribution center management system that skillfully handles real-world disruptions to help drive
improved performance and competitive edge. BLUEYONDER Warehouse Management helps manufacturers, retailers,
distributors and third-party logistics providers thrive in an ever-changing and hyper-connected omni-channel world by
providing the power to quickly adapt to change and optimize and execute the tasks to get the right inventory, at the
right location, at the right time. Users are empowered with more flexibility, real-time responsiveness and the ability to
easily manage complex warehouse operations.
BLUEYONDER Warehouse Management customers have achieved substantial ROI:
Fulfillment cost reductions of 10-50%

Inventory reductions of 5-25%

Inventory storage and handling cost reductions of 10-35%

Credit reductions of 75-95%

Throughput increases of 10-40%

Dock-to-stock time reductions of 25-50%

Inventory visibility and accuracy of nearly 100%

Receiving dwell-time reductions of 25-50%

BLUEYONDER warehouse Management Features:
BLUEYONDER’s Warehouse Management technology and services provide a comprehensive, mobile-ready solution for
distribution and inventory management covering:
Labor management
Inbound operations
Inventory management
Work order processing

Outbound operations
Transportation management
Business analytics

Labor Management
Labor represents 50-75 percent of non-inventory costs in most distribution centers, so optimizing each and every task is
critical to achieving agile, efficient and lean operations. This requires consistency and control over what tasks are
assigned and how they are carried out. Labor visibility is now integrated within BLUEYONDER Warehouse Management. You
can grab a quick workforce view to see whether workers are going to complete their tasks in time or if you have to adjust
waves or tasks with the labor available in the warehouse. BLUEYONDER is a long-time leader in labor and workforce
management, transforming your workplace into a self-accountable, performance-focused culture. This transformation
is accomplished through a proven, step-by-step methodology that incorporates culturealtering change management and
strategic project management programs.
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The transformed business is enabled by technology for:
Workforce planning and scheduling To ensure just the right number of workers with the right skills are available exactly when
needed to fulfill order demand. Schedule optimization The ability to quickly assign and reassign workers to priority work areas
and functions based on order flows, deadlines, skills and cost considerations. Task optimization Making sure all tasks are assigned
and executed in the proper sequence while balancing workflows and order priorities to maximize efficiency and quality of service.
Compliance and measurement Measuring performance and ensuring compliance with regulations and work rules is central to
workforce management. This includes tracking indirect time, attendance, quality and safety, as well as calculating incentive rewards.

Inbound Operations
Once you have visibility into inbound shipments, there are many tasks that should be optimized to streamline inbound operations.
JDA’s Warehouse Management solution provides optimization capabilities.

Appointment scheduling
Interactive, user - friendly graphical dock calendar for:
• Inbound and outbound appointment scheduling
• Standing appointment management
• Exception management
• Supplier and carrier compliance
• ASN, PO and pack list management
• Receiving documentation, including global trade management
• Integration of dock scheduling with blueyonder Transportation Management System

Yard and dock management
Check-in to check-out management of yard equipment, inventory movements, dock doors and personnel, including:
• Gate check-in and check-out
• Yard and dock location assignments
• Inventory and handling unit
• System-directed movements via wireless devices
• Optimal door selection
• Yard audits

Cross - docking
Hot receipt functionality to prioritize inbound inventory with outbound orders, reducing handling, storage and costs
while improving service:
• Real-time demand assessment and prioritization
• Opportunistic and planned to provide flexibility on how inventory is routed from inbound through to outbound
• Integration of dock scheduling with blueyonder Transportation Management System

Receiving and putaway
Optimized receipt and stowage, including:
• Receipt check-in by paper or RF device
• Detailed SKU attribute capture and verification
• Cart/container optimization

• System-directed putaway based on cube, weight, dimensions,
nesting and stacking, commonality, location availability, zoning
and product demand
• Operator-managed overrides and exceptions
• Optimized task interleaving
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Retail store - flow through processing
Inbound processing for retail distribution, including:
• Store-ready distributions
• Put-to-store
• Merge-in-transit

Inbound services
System-directed work assignments for:
• Supplier/carrier compliance statistical sampling
• QA workflow control

Reverse logistics / returns processing
BLUEYONDER provides returns management for omni-channel orders to ensure that proper identification and disposition
of inventory is possible to get merchandise back into the supply chain and available for order management quickly.
We provide system directed work assignments for:
• Evaluation and breakdown
• Disassembl /de-kitting
• Clean/rework/repackage
• Putaway or return to vendor
• Dispose or destroy
• E-commerce returns

Inventory management
Effective inventory management requires visibility and control from suppliers’ production all the way through to the
end user. BLUEYONDER provides this real-time visibility and control to optimize the tracking, movement, handling, storage,
and if necessary, recall of all types of raw materials, work-in-process and finished goods inventory. Key functions
include:

Supplier collaboration
Visibility into supplier production, packaging, QA processing and shipments, with exception management.

Asset management
BLUEYONDER provides the ability to define and track assets, such as returnable containers, carts and pallets for
The purpose of handling and visibility. These assets can be within a facility, across a campus or around the globe.

Slotting
Improves productivit by synchronizing product placement to order demand. Key features include:
• Balances pick velocity with travel distances, ergonomics and equipment constraints for optimal workload
efficiency and safety
• Integrates with replenishment activities to dynamically re-slot, minimizing disruption and cost
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Replenishment
Supports multiple strategies to tailor replenishment to product, location, environment and slotting needs.
Replenishment can be triggered by:
• Quantity or top-off
• On-demand/emergency
• Slotting or other fulfillment plans

Inventory control
Tracks inventory based on many SKU and user-definable attributes, including:
• Lot number/expiration dates, with variable aging
• Catch-weights and volumes
• Nested serial numbers
• Country of origin
• Temperature-controlled requirements
• Nesting and stacking limitations

Special handling
Enforces rules for handling, storage and tracking of SKUs that require environmental or HAZMAT segregation,
procedures and certifications.

Cycle counting
System-directed work provides 99+ percent accuracy, virtually eliminating the need for traditional
cycle counting. However, multiple cycle counting procedures are supported, interleaved with daily activities.

Work order processing
A lot more goes on in distribution centers today than simple pick, pack and ship. Through postponement strategies,
customer service requirements and store-ready processing, DCs are becoming limited production centers, requiring skills,
equipment, work orders and management practices not seen in traditional warehouses. Work Order processing in these
DCs can be more akin to manufacturing processes than traditional distribution functions. JDA’s Work Order Processing
solution assigns, sequences and directs tasks to ensure timely, consistent and accurate completion of work order
production. In many ways it can be thought of as a manufacturing execution system for the DC.
BLUEYONDER Work Order Processing is highly configurable, providing the flexibility you need to tailor processing to your
initial needs, as well as to ever-changing future requirements. System-directed work ensures efficiency and throughput
even within the chaos of multiple, changing customer requirements- putting you in control.
BLUEYONDER Work Order Processing functionality includes:
• Work order assignment, sequencing and execution
• Raw material control, including backflushing
• Multi - level bills of material
• Postponement strategies
• Value - added services
• Work cell planning and scheduling
• Light manufacturing / assembly
• Kitting / de - kitting
• Store - ready containers / pallets
• Component - level tracking of attributes such as lot and serial numbers
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Out bound operations
From pre-pack to proof of delivery, BLUEYONDER optimizes every step of outbound operations to ensure accuracy,
timeliness, efficiency, compliance and optimal customer service. The breadth of capabilities include:

Task management and interleaving
BLUEYONDER’s unique WLM mapping of facilities enables the most efficient task assignments for all work, with
integratedvoice or RF-directed interleaving of tasks. Tasks are assigned and interleaved based on proximity, priority
and permissions to maximize efficiency and service while ensuring safety and adherence to work rules and certification
requirements.

Multiple pick methods
A virtually unlimited number of pick methods can be deployed simultaneously. Methods supported out-of-the-box
include multiple versions of: batch, wave, zone, and cluster picking supporting LIFO, FIFO, LEFO and FEFO inventory
turn strategies.

Packing and shipping
System-directed packing, cartonization, QA verification, staging, and pack-and-hold management enables accurate,
timely, damage-free shipments.

Parcel manifesting
Providing cost-effective small package shipping for the omni-channel to ensure delivery of consumer purchases in A
way that fully meets their expectations for speed, consistency and personalization. JDA delivers a global, seamless
and high-quality customer fulfillment experience. BLUEYONDER Parcel helps shippers implement a multi-carrier
strategy using a combination of global, regional and local carrier networks to reduce costs and drive customer
satisfaction. Includes in-line parcel labeling, Freight Audit, Parcel Returns and manifesting capabilities for most
carriers.

Shipment documentation
The system produces all outbound shipment labeling and documentation, including:
• Customer, retail and carrier compliant labeling
• Domestic and international parcel e-manifesting
• Bonded warehouse and international trade logistics documentation

Logistics billing
Accurately tracks all logistics activities and calculates charges or costs, including freight tariffs, for invoicing
and analysis. This is an important component of any cost-to-serve analysis

Transportation management
BLUEYONDER provides a sophisticated transportation planning and execution solution, with the industry’s only real-time
optimization engine, to reduce the cost and complexity of shipments while improving visibility and customer service.
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Inbound transportation management
BLUEYONDER Transportation Management System helps provide real-time optimization of:
• Inbound shipment planning and scheduling
• Load consolidation and routing
• Carrier selection, tendering and management
• Round-trip coordination with outbound shipments

Architecture
BLUEYONDER’s WMS platform strategy is based on several guiding principles. they minimize total cost of ownership
and help you better support your business as it changes over time.
• Ensure longevity. Flexible, scalable and upgradeable platform with a record of functions and technical evolution
• Support connectivity and collaboration. Embedded interoperability and business process orchestration
• Enable extensibility. Customization via configuration to make it your system
• Promote usability and ownership. Prescriptive UI, management tools, training and Transparency

Integration
To meet the challenge of compatibility with virtually any system, using any transport method in any format, BLUEYONDER
built its own supply chain-focused Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) toolset. It provides the data connectivity and
workflow transport between BLUEYONDER applications and external customer systems using the transport methods
and formats customers prefer. By building our own EAI toolset, we ensured that it could meet all of the requirements
oF the supply chain and retail operations environment without adding the cost and complexity of third-party middle
wares. And the toolset has advanced data flow monitoring and debugging tools that have often been used to debug
external systems, such as SAP ERP systems. BLUEYONDER’s EAI toolset reduces the time and cost of implementation,
ensures upgrade compatibility in both directions-your systems and ours, and provides the secure information and work
flow you need to better run your business.
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